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9 ABSTRACT: In the first paper of this series (Szalay; et al. J. Phys. Chem. A, 2012, 116, 6702)
10 we have investigated the excited states of nucleobases. It was shown that it is only the equation
11 of motion excitation energy coupled-cluster (EOMEE-CC) methods, which can give a balanced
12 description for all type of the transitions of these molecules; if the goal is to obtain accurate
13 results with uncertainty of about 0.1 eV only, triples corrections in the form of, e.g., the EOMEE-
14 CCSD(T) method needs to be included. In this second paper we extend this study to
15 nucleobases in their biological environment, considering hydration, glycoside bond, and base
16 pairing. EOMEE-CCSD and EOMEE-CCSD(T) methods are used with aug-cc-pVDZ basis.
17 The effect of surrounding water was systematically investigated by considering one to five water
18 molecules at different positions. It was found that hydration can modify the order of the excited
19 states: in particular, nπ* states get shifted above the neighboring ππ* ones. The glycoside bond’s
20 effect is smaller as has been shown by calculations on cytidine and guanosine. Here the loss of
21 planarity causes some intensity shift from ππ* to nπ* states. Finally, the guanine−cytosine (GC)
22 Watson−Crick pair was studied; most of the states could be identified as local excitations on one of the bases, but there is also a
23 low lying charge-transfer state. Significant discrepancy with earlier CASPT2 and TDDFT studies was found for the GC pair and
24 triples effects seem to be essential for all of these systems.

25 ■ INTRODUCTION

26 Without doubt, DNA is one of the most important molecules
27 of life. Discovery of its structure by Watson and Crick1 opened
28 up the possibility of molecular level understanding of genetic
29 expression, reproduction, and mutation. Fascinating properties
30 of DNA (and also RNA) can be attributed to its building blocks
31 and to the unique way these are connected. It seems, however,
32 that not only ground state structure and properties are
33 important to understand all features of DNA but also excited
34 electronic states are involved in several processes. The basic
35 building blocks, viz. the nucleobases, including chromophores,
36 easily allowing electronic excitations to occur. The two, perhaps
37 most important processes following excitation are the (i)
38 relaxation of excited states2−7 and (ii) charge transfer along the
39 chain8−18 (for a recent review, see ref 19; for recent theoretical
40 reviews, see refs 20 and 21 and references therein). There is lot
41 of evidence that DNA and RNA are very much protected
42 against the harmful consequences of absorption of UV light:
43 this property can be attributed both to the properties of the
44 individual nucleobases6,7 and also to their network.4−6 Also,
45 charge transfer through DNA/RNA chain involves excited and
46 ionized states of the nucleobases, but the way they are
47 connected is also an important ingredient.3,20,22

48 In our opinion, one cannot understand and quantitatively
49 describe the properties of DNA/RNA unless we understand the

50properties of the building blocks and find the appropriate level
51of theory that is capable of providing the level of accuracy
52necessary for quantitative simulation. To that end, in this series
53of papers we systematically investigate the excited state
54properties of the building blocks of nucleic acides at a very
55high level of theory. The goal is to understand the basic
56processes and properties and their evaluation with the growing
57size of the system and to establish a benchmark set of results for
58future reference and development of approximate methods.
59According to the above arguments, these studies must be based
60on a high level of theory delivering unambiguous results.
61The first paper of this series23 presented systematic results on
62the vertical excitations of the nucleobases cytosine, guanine,
63adenine, and thymine. High level quantum chemical methods
64of coupled cluster (CC) type were used and the results were
65compared to other, lower level (CASPT2, CC2, TDDFT)
66calculations. It was found that it is only the equation-of-motion
67(EOM) CC methods that give consistent results for all four
68nucleobases and all possible excitation types. In particular, the
69method including triples correction, EOM-CCSD(T)24 was
70found to give excitation energies with an error of not more than
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71 0.1 eV and this conclusion was also supported by comparison
72 with experimental observations in the case of cytosine.25 Other
73 methods (CC2, CASPT2, and TDDFT) resulted in much
74 larger, and what is even more problematic, less systematic error,
75 sometimes influencing even the order of the excited states.23

76 In this paper we study how the environment influences the
77 excited states of the nucleobases. The effect of hydration will be
78 described by considering cytosine and explicit water molecules
79 around it. The influence of the glycoside bond will be studied in
80 cytidine and guanosine. Finally, the effect of neighboring
81 nucleobases in the Watson−Crick pairs will be investigated on
82 the guanine−cytosine pair. In all of these studies we succeeded
83 in using the same high level of theory as in paper 123 on the
84 nucleobases, i.e., EOM-CCSD and EOM-CCSD(T).
85 Our study is clearly not the first one on these systems.
86 However, because of the demanding computations, most
87 previous studies used approximate methods. Hydrated
88 nucleobases have been investigated at the TDDFT,26−32

89 CASPT2,33−36 DFT/MRCI,37 MCQDP,38 CIS,39 and
90 MRCI40 levels. There is also a study at the EOM-CC level
91 on cytosine in solution restricted to the two lowest excited
92 states41 and a more detailed analysis of hydrated uracil again at
93 the EOM-CC level.30 As for modeling of hydration, both
94 explicit37,39,40 and implicit28−35,38−41 water models, or even
95 combinations thereof have been used (see in particular the very
96 recent paper by Domingo et al.36). In the present paper various

97numbers of explicit water molecules will be placed around
98cytosine, allowing the systematic study of the change of
99transition energies with respect to the increasing number and
100changing positions of the waters.
101To our knowledge, there is only one theoretical paper on the
102excited states of nucleotides, a semiempirical molecular
103dynamic simulation by Alexandrova et al.42 Experimentally,
104nucleotides, including cytidine and guanosine, have been
105studied by fluorescent lifetime measurements.43−46 The lowest
106excitation energies (maximum of the absorption band) are
107known from early circular dichroism spectra for both cytidine47

108and guanosine.48

109The excitation energy of Watson−Crick pairs have been
110studied by theoretical methods more often than nucleosides. In
111particular, in a series of papers Shukla and Leszczynski studied
112adenine−thymine (AT)49 and adenine−uracil50 pairs by CIS
113methods. Sobolewski and Domcke51 performed CASSCF and
114CASPT2 calculations on the guanine−cytosine (GC) pair.
115Recently, Shukla and Leszczynski32 compared CC2 and the
116TDDFT with several functionals on both GC and AT pairs.
117Finally, we mention two molecular dynamics calculations:
118Groenhof et al.52 used the CASSCF method, and Alexandrova
119et al.42 used semiempirical methods to study the relaxation
120mechanism after excitation. All of these calculations give rather
121contradictory results on the ordering of the excited states. We
122hope to resolve this discrepancy by our calculations.

Figure 1. Structures of microhydrated cytosine clusters optimized at the MP2(fc)/aug-cc-pVDZ level.
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123 The paper is organized as follows. In the Methodology we
124 briefly describe the methodology used in paper 123 and in this
125 study. In the Discussion we first discuss hydrated cytosine, then
126 cytidine and guanosine, and finally the guanine−cytidine
127 Watson−Crick pair. The Conclusions summarizes our results.

128 ■ METHODOLOGY
129 Methodology similar to that in paper 123 has been used, for
130 more details see that paper. In short, structures of the
131 microhydrated cytosines, as well as cytidine and guanosine,
132 have been obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level with or
133 without core correlation as specified later. These calculations
134 have been performed by the PQS53 and ACES III54 programs
135 using redundant internal coordinates.55,56

136 The vertical excitation energies at the optimized structures
137 were obtained by the EOMEE-CCSD and EOMEE-CCSD(T)
138 methods using the appropriate modules in ACES III.57 The
139 aug-cc-pVDZ basis was used in all of these calculations, with
140 the core electrons frozen. In all cases the twelve lowest-energy
141 states have been determined.
142 Transition moments were calculated at the EOMEE-CCSD
143 level using both the left and right eigenvectors.58 Assignment of
144 the excitations has been performed by using natural orbitals of
145 the density differences or by identifying dominant excitations
146 and the form of the corresponding orbitals. When the
147 assignments in the tables are described, as in paper 1,23 π, n,
148 and R will be used to denote π, lone pair, and Rydberg orbitals,
149 respectively; virtual orbitals are designated by *, a preceding
150 number referring to its sequential number; for occupied
151 orbitals, the sequential number with respect to the correspond-
152 ing HOMO is given as subscript, but for lone pairs, if
153 appropriate, the subscript designates the type of atom (O or N)
154 they belong to.
155 To demonstrate the applicability of ACES III, we finally
156 report some typical timings of our calculations. These refer to
157 calculations with 512 processors on an Cray XE6, although
158 some of the calculations have been performed with 1024 or
159 even more processors. All twelve transition energies of any of
160 the nucleobases at the EOM-CCSD(T) level could be obtained
161 in a couple of hours. All twelve excited states of cytidine, which
162 has already 94 valence electrons, could be obtained within a
163 week. The largest calculations we performed were on guanosine
164 with 108 valence electrons and 577 basis functions. The CCSD

165calculations for all 12 states took less than 3 days, and the
166CCSD(T) calculations required little bit more than 1 day per
167root, i.e., about 2 weeks for all states. Note that triples
168calculations can easily be divided into smaller jobs, namely two
169jobs for each state (ααα and ααβ contributions), and all such
170calculations are feasible even considering restricted job length
171at the computer centers.

172■ DISCUSSION
173Microhydrated Cytosine. On the basis of earlier results by
174Fogarasi,59,60 various numbers of water (one to five) molecules
175have been placed at different positions around cytosine.
176Reference 59 suggests three possible bonding positions for
177waters: the one designated as A is at the N1H site where the
178water can bind to the NH (H-donor) and to the neighboring
179carbonyl (H-acceptor). The second, designated as position B, is
180at the NH2 group (H-donor) and the lone pair of the
181neighboring N3 nitrogen (H-acceptor). Finally, a third position
182(C) can be defined between these two using both the carbonyl
183oxygen and the ring nitrogen (N3) as H-acceptors. In this
184paper the structures will be designated accordingly: structure A
185means one water at position A, B means one water at position
186B, AA stands for a structure with two waters at position A, AB
187one water at both positions A and B, etc. The largest complex
188studied here had five water molecules (AABBC). The
189optimized structures (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ) are shown in Figure
190 f11, with their Cartesian coordinates and relative energies given
191in the Supporting Information.
192In the case of the monohydrated cytosine molecule the most
193favorable position is site A but structure B is also only 0.6−0.8
194kcal/mol higher in energy.59 Note that in nucleosides the
195situation is different because the sugar replaces the donor
196hydrogen at N1, and therefore, only the carbonyl H-acceptor is
197present at position A. On the other hand, position C is not
198favored, and the energy of structure C is several kcal/mol
199higher;59 therefore, it is expected that this position will be
200occupied only if the other positions are closed, i.e., in the case
201of more water molecules. See ref 59 for more detail on the
202energetics of the ground state monohydrated structures.
203In the dihydrates, the second water can again attach itself to
204different sites. As the table in the Supporting Information
205shows, structure AA is the most stable followed by AB and BB,
206but the energies of these structures are within a range of about

Table 1. Change of the Excitation Energies (eV) of Cytosine by Interaction with Water (Structure B) Calculated at the EOMEE-
CCSD and EOMEE-CCSD(T) Levels with Frozen Coresa

transition cytosine cytosine−water (B)b

type assignment CCSD CCSD(T) ΔCCSD ΔCCSD(T) ΔΔc

1(ππ*) π → π* 4.94 4.74 −0.06 −0.07 0.01
1(nπ*) nN → π* 5.46 5.25 0.20 0.18 0.02
1(πR) π → R 5.56 5.49 0.08 0.07 0.01
2(ππ*) π−1 → π* 5.86 5.62 −0.17 −0.17 0.00
2(πR) π−1 → R 6.04d 5.91 0.00 −0.03 0.03
2(nπ*) nO → 2π* 6.06d 5.96 0.12 0.15 −0.03
3(πR) π → R 6.19 6.08 0.18 0.18 0.00
3(nπ*) nO → π* 6.34 5.90 −0.05 −0.06 0.01
3(ππ*) π → 2π* 6.50 6.35 −0.03 −0.03 0.00
4(πR) π → R 6.51 6.43 0.10 0.10 0.00
1(nR) nO,nN → R 6.70 6.57 0.10 0.11 −0.01
4(ππ*) π−1 → 2π* 6.88 6.69 −0.11 −0.13 −0.02

aMP2(fc)/aug-cc-pVDZ geometry, aug-cc-pVDZ basis. bChange of excitation energy with respect to isolated cytosine. cDifference of the triple shift
between monomer and hydrated molecule. dThese two states are strongly mixed.
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207 1 kcal/mol. In the case of three waters, AAB is the most stable
208 form followed by ABB (energy difference of 0.6 kcal/mol). In
209 the present study only ABB is included because, as will be seen
210 later, excitation energies are much more influenced at position
211 B than at A.
212 On the basis of the above experience, we have optimized only
213 one tetrahydrated structure (AABB). The fifth water bounds to
214 the carbonyl oxygen resulting in structure AABBC for the
215 pentahydrated complex. Although not included in the excitation
216 energy calculations, we note that a structure with six waters
217 could also be identified that is similar to AABBC except an
218 additional water binds to the NH2, the latter acting as H-donor.
219 Discussing the excitation energies, we start with a
220 methodological question on the effect of triples. In paper 123

221 it was found that triples effects on the excitation energy can be
222 as large as 0.1−0.3 eV; therefore, inclusion thereof is substantial
223 to get reliable results, in particular, for correct ordering of the
224 states. To test triples effects on the monohydrated complex,
225 structure B was chosen as an example because (i) position B is
226 open for hydration also in nucleosides and (ii) water at position
227 B influences excitation energies much more (see below). In

t1 228 Table 1 the change of excitation energies caused by a water at
229 position B is listed as calculated at the EOMEE-CCSD and
230 EOMEE-CCSD(T) levels. The table shows clearly that the
231 change of excitation energies due to the water is not negligible
232 (up to 0.2 eV), but the effects are almost identical at both
233 computational levels: the double difference does not exceed
234 0.03 eV. This small energy difference is probably not negligible
235 when the hydration energy is investigated (it corresponds to
236 almost 1 kcal/mol), but much smaller than the expected
237 uncertainty of the excitation energy. Therefore, it appears to be
238 sufficient to investigate hydration effects on the excitation
239 energy at the CCSD level. Keep in mind, however, that the
240 triples effects are the same order of magnitude as the energy
241 change due to hydration; therefore, triples effects can modify
242 the ordering of the states of hydrated molecules. According to
243 Table 1, the excitation energy of the complex at the CCSD(T)
244 level can, however, be accurately approximated by correcting
245 the CCSD excitation energy with the triples contribution
246 calculated for the isolated molecule.
247 For each of the eight cytosine−water structures (Figure 1)
248 the 12 lowest excitation energies were calculated at the EOM-
249 CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level (core electrons frozen), and the
250 states have been assigned using the EOM vectors and the

t2 251 orbitals. In Table 2 these excitation energies are compared with
f2 252 the corresponding ones of isolated cytosine, and Figure 2 shows

253 the changes for the valence states graphically. Starting the
254 discussion with the most intense ππ* type transitions, one
255 observes that the excitation energies change relatively little; the
256 energy difference between the isolated cytosine and the
257 pentahydrated AABBC complex is only +0.15, −0.14, −0.18,
258 and −0.17 eV for the first four ππ* states, respectively. Except
259 for the first state, the energy decreases slightly. By investigating
260 the results more closely (see in particular Figure 2), one can
261 observe a somewhat different effect of the water at different
262 positions. In the case of the first ππ* transition (π → π*
263 excitation) the first water slightly lowers the excitation energy,
264 which starts to grow when the hydration shell gets saturated.
265 Quite a large effect of the fifth water can be seen; note that this
266 fifth water binds at position C. For the second ππ* transition
267 (π−1 → π* excitation) one can observe an oscillatory behavior:
268 water at position A has negligible effect, whereas at B it
269 decreases the excitation energy. The opposite effect is shown T
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270 for the third ππ* transition (π → 2π* excitation): the effect at
271 position B is negligible, whereas it is −0.16 and −0.19 eV for
272 structures A and AA, respectively. Finally, in the case of the
273 fourth ππ* transition (π−1 → 2π* excitation) water at both
274 positions lowers the excitation energy. As of the intensity of the
275 ππ* type transitions (note that these are dominating the
276 excitation spectrum), one can observe substantial changes of
277 the oscillator strength (Table 2). The relative intensities of the
278 first four ππ* transitions change considerably; the first two
279 transitions gain some intensity, whereas the third becomes less
280 intense. A very large effect (a factor of 3!) is observed, on the
281 other hand, for the fourth state at 6.6−6.8 eV with five waters,
282 but the factor is 2-fold already for the AABB (four waters)
283 structure. The positions do not seem to be important, the more
284 waters are around, the larger the intensity is. Apparently, the
285 microhydrated complex becomes more and more polarizable.
286 In contrast, the excitation energy of the nπ* transitions
287 increases considerably, differences of 0.5 eV or more can be
288 observed for the first three nπ* states when the isolated
289 cytosine and the AABBC complex are compared. The
290 corresponding curves in Figure 2 are far from being monotonic,
291 the change of excitation energy depends strongly on the
292 position of the waters. For example, in the case of the transition
293 characterized by excitation from the highest n orbital localized
294 on the N3 nitrogen (first nπ* transition), the water at position
295 B has a substantially larger effect than at position A. On the
296 other hand, transitions involving the second highest lone pair
297 orbital (nO, localized mostly on the carbonyl oxygen) water at
298 position A increases the excitation energy. Having already five
299 water molecules in the hydration shell (AABBC complex) the
300 excitation energy is already higher by 0.73 eV: this is not
301 surprising because in this case, by occupying also position C,
302 already two waters donate proton to the carbonyl oxygen,
303 which has lost an electron in the excitation process. The nπ*
304 type excitations have very low intensity, which changes very
305 little due to hydration; it is only the pentahydrated AABBC
306 complex where notable gain of oscillator strength can be
307 observed. This can be most probably attributed to the fact that
308 the planarity of cytosine, which is mainly preserved up to four
309 water molecules, cannot be maintained in the AABBC complex

310and there is a possibility of interaction between the nπ* and
311ππ* transitions.
312The different behavior of the ππ* and nπ* transitions toward
313hydration affects the relative ordering of the states (see the
314crossing lines in Figure 2). In particular, the 2(ππ*) transition
315becomes the second excited state in the larger complexes
316having lower energy than the 1(nπ*) transition. Because in the
317photodynamics calculations on free cytosine61 the lowest nπ*
318transition plays an important role, the present results, indicating
319a change of the ordering of states and increased gap between
320the first ππ* and nπ* transitions, might have pronounced
321consequence on the conclusion of these studies. In this respect,
322the triples effects are again not negligible, because, as discussed
323above, these are of the same magnitude as the effect of
324hydration; they therefore might influence the ordering of the
325states. However, as we have seen above, triples effects are much
326the same in free cytosine as in the hydrated form. Thus, the
327EOMEE-CCSD(T) excitation energies of the complexes can be
328approximated by adding the triples corrections obtained for
329cytosine to the CCSD excitation energies. Figure 2 also shows
330these corrected excitation energies for the valence transitions. A
331full set of excitation energies is given in the Supporting
332Information. Comparing the two panels in Figure 2, one can
333observe some change in relative energies: the gap between the
3342(ππ*) and 1(nπ*) transitions is further increased and both of
335the next two nπ* excitations become higher in energy than the
3363(ππ*) and 4(ππ*) transitions, when five waters are around the
337cytosine molecule.
338The present results clearly show that the effect of water
339needs to be considered when the dynamics properties are
340investigated. Concerning the question whether implicite bulk-
341water models are capable of describing these effects, we refer to
342the recent paper by Domingo et al.36 who compared the
343simulated spectra of cytosine tautomers obtained with different
344models. They have found that inclusion of some explicit water
345molecules in addition to the polarizable continuum model
346(PCM) causes blue shifts of ∼0.2 eV. This suggests that PCM
347alone does not cover all the effects and an explicit consideration
348of the first hydration shell, bound strongly by hydrogen bonds,
349is needed.

Figure 2. Change of cytosine’s excitation energy with microhydration. Only valence states are given. (a) EOM-CCSD results. (b) EOM-CCSD
results corrected by triples contribution. See text for more detail.
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350 Nucleosides: Effect of the Attached Sugar. In DNA/
351 RNA the nucleobases are substituted by a sugar (ribose) at the
352 N1 position, forming the nucleosides. On the way to
353 understanding the excited state properties of DNA/RNA, the
354 effect of the sugar needs first to be investigated. In this study we
355 include cytidine and guanosine.
356 The structure of cytidine has also been optimized at the
357 MP2(fc)/aug-cc-pVDZ level using the CID-617562 structure
358 from PubChem63 as starting guess. This structure corresponds
359 to the most stable syn conformer of cytidine (see textbooks, for

f3 360 example ref 64). The resulting structure is given in Figure 3,

361 and Cartesian coordinates are listed in the Supporting
362 Information. Comparing the optimized and the PubChem
363 structures, one can observe that these are quite similar, but in
364 the optimized structure there is a rotation around the glycoside
365 bond64 (108° vs 89°) allowing a more efficient hydrogen bond
366 between the carbonyl group of cytosine and the OH group of
367 the sugar.
368 Excitation energies of cytidine obtained at the frozen-core
369 EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and EOM-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-

t3 370 pVDZ levels using the optimized structure are given in Table

371 t33 and compared to the excitation energies of the parent
372cytosine. For the first four transitions there is a definite analogy:
373these transitions can be assigned as 1(ππ*), 1(nπ*), 1(πR), and
3742(ππ*), respectively, in both cytidine and cytosine. Excitation
375energies do not change much: the energy of the ππ* type
376transition decreases by a maximum of 0.1 eV, that of the first
377nπ* transition changes little, and the largest shift is observed for
378the Rydberg transition (increase by about 0.2 eV). Considering
379intensities, this quantity grows considerably in the case of the
380first ππ* transition, whereas there is no significant change for
381the others, including the bright 2(ππ*) one.
382A strong interaction of several transitions is observed at
383higher energies. There are three transitions of cytosine between
3846 and 6.5 eV having orbital 2π* as target of the excitation.
385These are a strongly mixed pair of π−1 → R and nO → 2π*
386excitations (A″) at 6.04 and 6.06 eV and the bright π → 2π*
387excitation (A′) at 6.50 eV. In the presence of the sugar, the
388strict planarity constraint is lifted and these transitions, due to
389the involvement of the same orbital as target, can interact,
390resulting in substantial intensity borrowing by the dark
391transitions. On the other hand the π → 2π* excitation (6.50
392eV) has its hole orbital common with the two π → R
393excitations (at 6.51 and 6.82 eV) which again leads to intensity
394borrowing. Note that the sum of the oscillator strengths of
395these five transitions is only a little higher than that of the
396corresponding transitions in cytosine. This process, however,
397changes the spectrum in comparison to the parent cytosine
398above 6 eV: substantial intensity should be observed at 6.1−6.2
399eV, whereas the intense cytosine band at 6.5 eV would split up
400with significantly smaller intensities of the new lines. Note that
401the 3(πR) transition of cytosine (6.19 eV) is not involved in
402this mixing which we can not explain.
403Closer analysis shows that the H-bond to the sugar might be
404partly also responsible for this mixing, the 2(πR) transition
405(state 5) of cytidine (6.14 eV) is the only one showing electron
406density loss also on the sugar (atom C2′ according to the
407numbering in, e.g., ref 64). The next Rydberg transition, 3(πR),
408has again higher energy by more than 0.2 eV, which might be
409attributed to the fact that the Rydberg orbitals overlap with
410some of the sugar’s orbitals.

Figure 3. MP2(fc)/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized structure of cytidine.

Table 3. Excitation Energies (eV) of the Lowest 12 Transitions of Cytosine and Cytidine Calculated by EOM-CC Methods
(Frozen-Core and aug-cc-pVDZ Basis)

transition cytosine cytidine

type assignment CCSD CCSD(T) CCSD CCSD(T) ΔCCSD
a ΔCCSD(T)

a ΔΔb

1(ππ*) π → π* 4.94 0.049 4.74 4.84 0.129 4.63 −0.10 −0.11 0.01
1(nπ*) nN → π* 5.46 0.002 5.25 5.49 0.006 5.29 0.03 0.04 −0.01
1(πR) π → R 5.56 0.004 5.49 5.77 0.009 5.67 0.21 0.18 0.03
2(ππ*) π−1 → π* 5.86 0.142 5.62 5.81 0.142 5.58 −0.05 −0.04 −0.01
2(πR) π−1 → R 6.04c 0.003 5.91 6.14d 0.115 5.99 0.10 0.08 0.02
2(nπ*) nO → 2π* 6.06c 0.006 5.96 6.16d 0.051 6.02 0.10 0.06 0.04
3(ππ*) π → 2π* 6.50 0.412 6.35 6.24d 0.191 6.12 0.05 0.04 0.01
3(πR) π → R 6.19 0.006 6.08 6.46 0.011 6.34 0.27 0.28 −0.01
3(nπ*) nO → π* 6.34 0.000 5.90 6.47 0.008 6.05 0.13 0.15 −0.02
4(πR) π → R 6.51 0.005 6.43 6.55e 0.107 6.42 0.04 −0.01 0.05
5(πR) π → R 6.82 0.000 6.73 6.67e 0.101 6.54 −0.15 −0.19 0.04
1(nR) nO,nN → R 6.70 0.026 6.57
4(ππ*) π−1 → 2π* 6.88 0.180 6.68 6.82 0.174 −0.06

aRelative excitation energy with respect to cytosine. bDifference of the triples shift between monomer and hydrated molecule. cThese two states are
strongly mixed, essentially a mixture of the two designations. dThese three states are mixed combinations of the corresponding cytosine states
causing intensity borrowing from the third state. eThere is also a component π → 2π*, which introduces oscillator strength in both of these sates.
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411 Finally, the 4(ππ*) transition (π−1 → 2π*) is less affected by
412 the glycosidic bond, both the excitation energy and the
413 intensity change only slightly.
414 Triples effects are again additive, the double difference (last
415 column in Table 3) shows a maximum change of 0.05 eV. It
416 seems, therefore, that the effect of sugar on the excitation
417 energies can be well described at the CCSD level and excitation
418 energies corresponding to the CCSD(T) method can be
419 approximated by correcting the CCSD energies by the triples
420 corrections obtained for isolated cytosine. Note, however, that
421 the triples effects might change the order of the states, as in the
422 case of the 1(πR) and 2(ππ*) transitions; therefore, it can be
423 very important to answer some questions.
424 For guanosine, the CID-6802 structure65 from PubChem63

425 turned out to be wrong: the guanine part of the structure is a
426 tautomer having the hydrogen on the N3 nitrogen instead of
427 N1. This is a very high-lying tautomer usually not considered
428 among the studied tautomers.66 According to our MP2/aug-cc-
429 pVDZ calculations the energy difference is about 15 kcal/mol.
430 Note also that this tautomer of guanine would not form a
431 proper Watson−Crick pair. We have checked the PubChem
432 database63 and found that most structures involving guanine
433 have this wrong structure.
434 Therefore, we replaced guanine in CID-6802 by the
435 canonical form and performed geometry optimization at the
436 MP2/aug-cc-pvDZ level. The resulting structure is depicted in

f4 437 Figure 4 and the coordinates can be found in the Supporting
438 Information.

439 Excitation energies of guanosine calculated at the frozen-core
440 EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and EOM-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
441 pVDZ levels compared to the parent guanine are given in

t4 442 Table 4. The general conclusion is similar to that obtained for
443 cytidine: energies of the Rydberg transitions grow the most,
444 whereas ππ* excitation energies decrease. On the other hand
445 we find that the energy of the nπ* transitions also decrease a
446 little bit. As a consequence, unlike in the case of cytosine, we
447 find changes in the ordering of the states. It is now the 1(ππ*)

448transition that is the lowest in energy and also the 2(πR)
449transition gets shifted above the 2(ππ*) and 1(nπ*) transitions.
450We do not observe strong interaction between transitions
451except for the small intensity borrowing of the 1(nπ*)
452transition from the 2(ππ*) transition. Also, there is a
453considerable oscillator strength for 2(πR). These do not
454change the spectrum much because both of these states are
455close in energy to an intense band.
456As of the triples effects, these again seem to be additive, the
457double difference being quite small (0.01−0.02 eV).
458Guanine−Cytosine Watson−Crick Pair. In the structure
459of DNA the nucleobases are connected pairwise, these are the
460famous Watson−Crick pairs. The monomers are connected by
461hydrogen bonds and only specific pairs are possible. To
462investigate the effect of the neighboring bases on the excitation
463energy, in this paper we have chosen the guanine−cytosine
464(GC) pair.
465The structure of the GC Watson−Crick pair has also been
466optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level. This structure is
467 f5depicted in Figure 5, with the coordinates given in the
468Supporting Information. The excitation energies of the first
469twelve transitions have been obtained at the EOM-CCSD and
470 t5EOM-CCSD(T) levels using aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets. Table 5
471lists the results of these calculations and also compares to the
472corresponding transitions of the monomers.
473Most of the transitions can be classified as excitations
474localized on either cytosine or guanine and these closely
475correspond to the transitions of the monomers. Thus, the
476lowest transition of the GC pair corresponds to 1(ππ*)
477excitation in guanine, the second one to the same excitation in
478cytosine, etc. Except for the lowest transition of cytosine, the
479excitation energy of the ππ* transitions decreases in the pair by
4800.2−0.3 eV, whereas the former increases by 0.1 eV. Note that
481the same effect of the microhydration of cytosine has been
482observed above: for the largest cluster, i.e., five water molecules,
483where the same H-bond sites are occupied as in the GC pair,
484the energy of the 1(ππ*) transition increased by 0.15 eV,
485whereas those of the other ππ* transitions decreased by 0.2−
4860.3 eV. The important consequence of the exceptional behavior
487observed for the 1(ππ*) transition of cytosine is that the first
488two transitions of the GC pair (corresponding to guanine and
489cytosine, respectively) are in opposite order than in the
490monomers.
491Two nπ* transitions could be identified in GC, one
492corresponding to an excitation on cytosine, the other on
493guanine. As in the case of microhydration, the excitation energy
494is much larger in the GC pair than in the monomers, an
495increase of up to 0.6 eV could be observed. Obviously, this can
496be explained by the involvement of those lone pairs in the
497hydrogen bonds that characterize these excitations in both
498cases. The changes of intensities of these dark states are
499negligible, even smaller than that observed for the micro-
500hydrated complexes and considerably smaller than in the
501nucleosides. One can explain this finding by noting that GC
502stays planar thus the nπ* and ππ* states cannot interact.
503Much smaller effect of the dimerization is observed for the
504Rydberg transitions than in the case of microhydration. We do
505not have any qualitative explanation for this. Note in passing
506that the higher Rydberg transitions strongly couple and cannot
507be assigned clearly to monomer states anymore which is not
508surprising considering the large spatial extent of the Rydberg
509states.

Figure 4. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized structure of guanosine.
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510 A charge-transfer (CT) transition could be identified at 5.68
511 eV, which can be characterized as an excitation from guanine’s
512 highest occupied π orbital to cytosine’s lowest virtual π* orbital.

513This assignment can be explained by the lower ionization
514energy of guanine than that of cytosine (see ref 39 and
515references therein). The CT transition is the fifth lowest

Table 4. Excitation Energies of the Lowest 12 Transitions of Guanine and Guanosine Calculated by EOM-CC Methods
(Frozen-Core and aug-cc-pVDZ Basis)

transition guanine guanosine

type assignment CCSD CCSD(T) CCSD CCSD(T) ΔCCSD
a ΔCCSD(T)

a ΔΔb

1(πR) π → R 4.92 0.003 4.81 5.16 0.034 5.03 0.24 0.22 0.02
1(ππ*) π → π* 5.11 0.114 4.93 5.05 0.125 4.87 −0.06 −0.06 0.00
2(πR) π → R 5.32 0.005 5.23 5.90 0.006 5.80 0.58 0.57 0.01
2(ππ*) π → 2π* 5.61 0.297 5.43 5.54 0.246 5.36 −0.07 −0.07 0.00
1(nπ*) nO → π* 5.65 0.000 5.51 5.56 0.092 5.40 −0.09 −0.11 0.02
3(πR) π → R 5.85 0.001 5.76 5.99 0.001 5.88 0.14 0.12 0.02
4(πR) π → R 6.01 0.001 5.94 6.17 0.015 6.04 0.16 0.10 0.06
5(πR) π → R 6.29 0.001 6.22 6.34 0.004 6.20 0.05 −0.02 0.07
6(πR) π → R(π) 6.32 0.010 6.24 6.23 0.001 6.10 −0.09 −0.14 0.05
3(ππ*) π → 3π* 6.49 0.025 6.31 6.39c 0.033 6.22 −0.10 −0.09 −0.01
2(nπ*) nN → 2π* 6.62 0.003 6.46 6.41 0.016 6.24 −0.21 −0.22 0.01
7(πR) π → R 6.68 0.005 6.60 6.68 0.006 6.50 0.00 −0.10 0.10

aRelative excitation energy with respect to guanine. bDifference of the triples shift between monomer and hydrated molecule. cIncludes strong
Rydberg component.

Figure 5. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized structure of guanine−cytosine Watson−Crick pair.

Table 5. Excitation Energies (eV) and Oscillator Strengths of the Lowest Transitions of Cytosine, Guanine, and Their Watson−
Crick Pair Calculated by EOM-CC Methods (Frozen-Core and aug-cc-pVDZ Basis)

transition CCSD CCSD(T)

type assignment cytosine guanine GC pair monomers GC pair ΔΔb

1(ππ*) Gπ → π* 5.11 0.114 4.89 0.077 4.93 4.67 0.04
2(ππ*) Cπ → π* 4.94 0.049 5.07 0.097 4.74 4.86 0.01
3(ππ*) Gπ → 2π* 5.61 0.297 5.45 0.447 5.43 5.27 0.00
4(ππ*) Cπ−1 → π* 5.86 0.142 5.55 0.174 5.62 5.30 0.01
1(nπ*) CnN → π* 5.46 0.002 5.79 0.002 5.25 5.57 0.01
2(nπ*) GnO → π* 5.65 0.000 5.91 0.000 5.51 5.73 0.04
1(πR) Gπ → R 4.92 0.003 4.92 0.000 4.81 4.84 −0.03
2(πR) Gπ → R 5.32 0.005 5.37 0.006 5.23 5.27 0.01
3(πR) Gπ → R 5.85 0.001 5.66 0.003 5.76 5.55 0.02
4(πR) Gπ → R 6.01 0.001 5.76a 0.000 5.94
5(πR) Cπ → R 5.56 0.004 5.86a 0.002 5.49 5.76 0.03
5(ππ*) CT G → C 5.68 0.004 5.40

aThe natural orbitals corresponding to the hole have substantial contribution on both cytosine and guanine. bDifference of the shift due to triples
between monomer and GC pair.
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516 valence transition of the GC pair in our calculations, and
517 although its transition moment is smallit is very close in
518 energy to some bright states. Moreover, compared to the
519 monomers’ excitation energies, this transition is lower in energy
520 than the 3(ππ*) excitations of the monomers; it is therefore
521 easily reachable. Thus, when charge transfer in a DNS chain is
522 considered, besides charge transfer between stacked pairs, CT
523 along Watson−Crick pairs needs also be considered. This will
524 be investigated in future studies.
525 The absolute value of triples effects is the same as found for
526 the monomers,23 i.e., a decrease of 0.1−0.3 eV. This effect
527 seems to be very systematic, the difference in monomers and
528 the Watson−Crick pair does not exceed 0.04 eV. Note,
529 however, that in this case an incremental procedure, like for the
530 microhydrated systems, cannot be used because the effect for
531 the CT states cannot be approximated from monomer
532 calculations. The effect for the triple excitation is substantial,
533 one of the largest (−0.28 eV).
534 Comparing to earlier calculations, we find serious discrep-
535 ancy between our results and those in the literature. CASPT2
536 calculations by Sobolewski and Domcke51 predict a ππ*
537 excitation on the guanine component as the lowest transition
538 followed by the analogous transition on cytosine, whereas a CT
539 transition was found as the third one. The excitation energies
540 are, however, very low, all three states being below 5 eV. Note
541 that in ref 51 the excitation energies of the free nucleobases
542 seem also to be underestimated. Shukla and Leszczynski in their
543 recent work32 compared several density functionals in the
544 TDDFT framework. All functionals, except the ones with long-
545 range corrections give the CT state as the lowest, a clear artifact
546 on the basis of our present results. The long-range corrected
547 functionals give the CT transition as the third one, being very
548 close in energy with the next ππ* transitions. In this respect,
549 this result is similar to ours. However, the ππ* excitation
550 energies are too high whereas that of the CT state is by 0.3
551 lower than CCSD(T) one. It was noticed by Shukla and
552 Leszczynski32 that the excitation energies of the individual
553 nucleobases are much more reliable with B3LYP than with the
554 long-range corrected functionals. Therefore, it seems that none
555 of the functionals investigated in ref 32 is capable of describing
556 base pairs. Finally, in ref 32 also the CC2 excitation energies are
557 given. Again, CT is the third transition, following the first pair
558 of ππ* states. Interestingly, nπ* excitation energies of the base
559 pair are too high on the CC2 level in contrast to that we have
560 observed for the individual bases.23 Note also that, according to
561 Table 5 of ref 32, the transitions obtained by the CC2 method
562 can not be assigned uniquely to transitions of the monomers as
563 in the case of the EOM-CC calculations.

564 ■ CONCLUSIONS
565 We have applied high level ab initio methods, EOM-CCSD and
566 EOM-CCSD(T) to calculate the vertical transition energies of
567 nucleobases considering their biological environment, viz.
568 hydration, glycoside bond, and base pairing.
569 Hydration was modeled by placing one to five water
570 molecules around cytosine. It was found that the waters usually
571 slightly lower the excitation energy of ππ* transitions but
572 increase it substantially in the case of nπ* transitions. In the
573 latter case, the position of the water is important and correlates
574 with the excited lone pair characteristics for the given
575 excitation. The largest increase was 0.73 eV for the 3(nπ*)
576 transition. Triples effects are also important, the magnitude
577 being the same as that of the hydration. Therefore, to get the

578correct order of the excited states, inclusion of triples effects is
579absolutely necessary. Fortunately, the value of the triples
580correction is about the same as in free cytosine; therefore, the
581correction can be transferred from the free cytosine.
582The glycoside bond seems to have only a minor effect on the
583transition energies. The change for valence states do not exceed
5840.1 eV; a somewhat larger effect on the nR transition can,
585however, lead to change of the orders of excited states. Thus,
586for example, the lowest energy transition is 1(πR) in the case of
587guanine, but it is 1(ππ*) in the case of guanosine at the EOM-
588CCSD(T) level. Triples effects can again be transferred from
589the free nucleobases.
590Finally, we have found substantial effect on the transition
591energies due to base pairing. The states can nicely be classified
592as excitations on the monomers cytosine or guanine, and
593charge-transfer (CT) transition. An exciton-like mixed
594transition could be only observed for Rydberg transitions.
595Notably, the lowest transition of GC pair can be assigned to a
596ππ* transition on the cytosine followed by one on guanine,
597which is the opposite order found in the case of the free
598nucleobases. The CT state is the eighth excited state (fifth ππ*
599state, no nπ* state is below it) but has only very low oscillator
600strength. Comparing with earlier calculations on CASSCF,
601CASPT2, and CC2 and different TDDFT levels, we could
602point out that none of these methods is able to reproduce the
603order of the transitions, nor the correct excitation energies.
604This study will be extended by calculations of stacked pairs in
605the forthcoming paper where we will show that, there too, the
606high level calculations are necessary to get reliable results.
607It is clear that EOM-CCSD or more so, EOM-CCSD(T) are
608too expensive to study larger fragments of DNA/RNA.
609Therefore, there is a need to obtain appropriate approximate
610method(s) and the results presented here can serve for
611benchmark to calibrate these lower level (cheaper) methods.
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